MESSAGE FROM THE PUBLISHERS
One hundred years ago, the ruling class in Winnipeg, and across Canada, trembled.
For six weeks in May and June of 1919, many of them were sure that if they did not do
something drastic to end the general strikes, something more drastic would happen.
Over those momentous twenty-five days, Winnipeg’s working people, over 30,000
of them, decided to not sit idly by while their workplaces and living conditions
deteriorated. They were joined by working people across Canada in sympathetic,
general strikes in Edmonton, Calgary, Vancouver, Amherst and other cities.
What started as another simple strike for fair wages and union recognition exploded
with a force that shook the foundations of capitalism as it then operated.
The strike of metal and construction trades workers quickly mushroomed to a general
strike when the Winnipeg Labor Council unions voted overwhelmingly to go out in
support. It continued to mushroom to a sympathetic strike when thousands of nonunion workers and others — war veterans, police officers, fire fighters — joined in.
For all these people, the strike was about solidarity and courage based on visions of a
more just society.
Solidarity, because those not striking against their own employers did not stand
to make immediate economic gains. Solidarity in delivering essential goods and
services to Winnipeggers, including some 1,500 meals provided every day to strikers
and those without support. Solidarity that overrode divisions of ethnicity, race and
gender.
The 1919 strikes took much courage. Courage in the face a ruthless and relentless
business and political class response, as the federal government and the capitalist
Committee of 1000 had no interest in finding a fair, negotiated end to the strike.
Courage in the face of thugs sworn in as private, special police. Courage in the face
of Royal North-West Mounted Police and “specials” on horses charging peaceful
protests.
Despite what had or had not been accomplished by the 1919 strikers and whether
or not those involved actually saw themselves as revolutionaries, standing together
in collective solidarity against ferocious oppression is a revolutionary act in itself.
All of us who seek social justice should commemorate those who stood together.
The actions of strikers in Winnipeg and elsewhere highlight hope and optimism,
the desire for justice and the impulse to collectivity and taking care of each other.
These very values are again under attack in today’s politics of cynicism, neoliberal
individualism, right-wing populism and injustice.
In Memoriam:
Longtime author and friend of Fernwood, Agnes Calliste. Agnes is the author of AntiRacist Feminism and co-author of Power, Knowledge and Anti-Racism Education.
Highly respected Elder in Mi’kmaw Territory, and one of Canada’s premier addictions
counsellors, Doug Knockwood is missed dearly by a great many.
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Walmart
Diary of an Associate
Hugo Meunier
Translated by Mary Foster
In 2012, journalist Hugo Meunier went undercover as a Walmart employee for
three months in St. Leonard, Quebec, just north of Montreal.
In great detail, Meunier charts the daily life of an impoverished Walmart worker,
referring to his shifts at the box store giant as “somewhere between the army and
Walt Disney.” Each shift began with a daily chant before bowing to customer
demands and the constant pressure to sell. Meanwhile Meunier and his fellow
workers could not afford to shop anywhere else but Walmart, further indenturing
them to the multi-billion-dollar corporation.
pb 9781773631325 $22.00
epub 9781773631332 kindle 9781773631332 $21.99
130pp
Rights: World English / March

CONTENTS
Preface • Culture Shock • Hey I Just Met You... And This Is Crazy • Between the
Army and Walt Disney • Pilgrimage to Walmartville • Ali Baba and the $600 of
Motor Oil •Hold on, Hugo! • Diary of an Associate I • Diary of an Associate II •
Operation Sun • Diary of an Associate III • Epilogue • Notes

Beyond his time on the shop floor, Meunier documents the extraordinary efforts
that Walmart exerts to block unionization campaigns, including their 2005
decision to close their outlet in Jonquiere, QC, where the United Food and
Commercial Workers union had successfully gained certification rights. A decade
later he charts the Supreme Court of Canada ruling that exposed the dubious
legal ground on which Walmart stood in invoking closure and throwing workers
out on the street.
In Walmart: Diary of an Associate, Meunier reveals the truths behind Walmart’s
low prices. It will make you think twice before shopping there.
Hugo Meunier is director of digital content for Québecor and has been a journalist
at La Presse for more than ten years. He is also the author of Infiltrer Hugo Meunier:
Enquête sur la Vie des Vedettes Québécoises [Infiltrator, Hugo Meunier: Investigating the
Stars of Québec] and Au Pays des Rêves Brisés [In the Land of Broken Dreams] with
Katia Gagnon. He lives in Montreal.
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Magnificent Fight
The Winnipeg General Strike
Dennis Lewycky
In May 1919, 30,000 Winnipeg workers walked away from their jobs, shutting
down large factories, forcing businesses to close and bringing major industries
to a halt. Mounted police and hired security, at the behest of the ruling class,
violently ended the protest after six weeks. Two men were killed. What started as
trade union revolt, the Winnipeg General Strike became a mass protest and was
branded as a revolution.

pb-9781773630977 $22.00
epub-9781773630984 kindle-9781773630991 $21.99
224pp
Rights: World / April

CONTENTS
Introduction • Witnessing a Crisis • Before: Background to the Strike •
After: Follow-Up and Fallout • Implications for the Present • Bibliography •
Chronology of Events • Personalities of the Strike • Index

In Magnificent Fight, Dennis Lewycky lays out the history of this iconic event,
which remains the biggest and longest strike in Canadian history. He analyzes
the social, political and economic conditions leading up to the strike. He also
illustrates the effects the strike had on workers, unions and all three levels of
government in the following decades.
Far from a simple retelling of the General Strike, Magnificent Fight speaks to
the power of workers’ solidarity and social organization. And Lewycky reveals
the length the capitalist class and the state went to in protecting the status quo.
By retelling the story of the Strike through the eyes of those who witnessed it,
Lewycky’s account is both educational and entertaining.
Dennis Lewycky has been involved in managing and facilitating social justice and
development for almost forty-five years. He has helped community groups and
government agencies address issues of poverty, homelessness and discrimination.
He is the author of Equal Shares.
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Civilization Critical
Energy, Food, Nature, and the Future
Darrin Qualman
“A thoughtful and thoroughly documented analysis of the runaway train we are all
aboard. Anyone worried about the track ahead should read it. Those not worried
should read it more than once.”
—Ronald Wright, author of A Short History of Progress
“Why is the Amazon rainforest shrinking, while Amazon.com is growing rapidly?
You will find that and other answers in this masterful book by Darrin Qualman, who
takes us for a intriguing ride along the history of energy, materials and the living world,
ending with a call for the transformation of our civilization.”
— Wolfgang Sachs, author of The Development Dictionary, and Planet Dialectics

pb-9781773630861 $25.00
epub-9781773630878 kindle-9781773630885 $24.99

With human civilization hurtling closer and closer to the brink of collapse, bigpicture solutions are needed. Fast.

360pp
Rights: World / April

CONTENTS
Introduction • Loops, Lines and Webs: The Shapes and Flows of Civilizations
and Ecosystems • Food Production • Energies, Engines and Power • Complexity,
Structure, and Civilizational Pyramids • Time • Efficiency • Progress as
Foundational Myth • Feedbacks, Positive and Negative • Governance and
Direction • Economics as a Sub-Branch of Earth Sciences • Conclusion:
Sustainability Solutions • Notes • Index

In Civilization Critical, Darrin Qualman argues that in order to understand our
present situation and our possible futures, we must focus on material and energy
flows. The dominant patterns of nature are loops — circular flows of nutrients,
seeds, water, carbon and other materials — while human systems are linear:
moving from extraction to the factory, the store, the consumer and the landfill.
Our petro-industrial systems are misshapen and cannot be sustained by the
biosphere. Sustainability requires reconfiguring the linear flows of human systems
to match the circular, recycling flows of natural (and pre-industrial) systems.
Once we undertake this transformation, many of our problems will begin to
abate; until we do so, most will intensify.
In this sweeping work, Qualman pushes the boundaries of existing environmental
analysis by looking across the millennia to identify the core processes that give
rise to environmental and economic problems and reveals how our sometimeswondrous, sometimes-monstrous civilization really works and how it is
threatened.
Darrin Qualman is a civilizational critic. He also farmed with his family in
Saskatchewan, Canada, and for many years he served as director of research for
Canada’s National Farmers Union.
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Under the Bridge
A Novel by Anne Bishop
“This is a Halifax we do not know, of the down and out, the mentally ill, the homeless,
of prostitutes and dumpster divers, but also of poverty activists and civil rights lawyers,
and most of all, young people quick to mobilize around a cause. Anne Bishop has told a
tale of the complex reality of these characters that is also full of hope. Starting out with
Lucy under the MacDonald Bridge, sleeping in her clothes, with only an earless cat to
keep her warm, I could hardly put the book down.”
— Susan Haley

pb-9781773630434 $21.00
epub-9781773631622 kindle-9781773631639 $20.99
340pp
Rights: World / April

“Bishop’s skillful use of language and style, though subtle and unobtrusive, captured the
very essence of being homeless, of living in poverty, devoid of hope. I was inside the story
from beginning to end. I became informed without being preached at. I was brought
inside the lives of those who are disenfranchised and lost, and I witnessed the human
will to survive.”
— Wendi Stewart, judge for the 2016 H.R. (Bill) Percy Novel Prize
“There are people who break open and make a new, bigger, self.
But some of us are … brittle.”
When stress causes an old trauma to surface, Lucy, a longtime community
organizer, teacher and anti-poverty activist, loses control of her life. On probation
and living on the streets of Halifax’s North End, all she has left is friends. Faithful
friends like Judith, her lawyer, who is helping her take back her life.
Lucy begins to regularly sneak into Judith’s basement to take refuge from the
cold, but Lucy’s presence in the house betrays their friendship, and she uncovers
mysteries from Judith’s past. As events draw their lives closer, Lucy and Judith are
forced to face the toll taken by their secrets. Each of them must choose between
confronting past pain or remaining broken.
Anne Bishop has been an activist for four decades in organizations dedicated
to local, international, environmental, food, fibre and LGBT justice. She is the
co-author of five books and author of two: Becoming an Ally: Breaking the Cycle of
Oppression in People and Beyond Token Change: Breaking the Cycle of Oppression in
Institutions.
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Papergirl
A Novel by Melinda McCracken, with Penelope Jackson

This is not the final cover.

“The (mis)adventures of teenagers Cassie Hopkins and her sidekick Mary Smith during
the Winnipeg General Strike are very engaging and will appeal to many students as the
serious social themes tackled in the narrative are just as relevant today as they were in
1919.”

pb-9781773631295 $13.00
epub-9781773631301 kindle-9781773631318 $12.99
144pp
Rights: World / April
Young Adult Fiction
Recommended ages 9–13

— Nancy Janelle, Principal, Seven Oaks Met School
Ten-year-old Cassie lives with her working-class family in 1919 Winnipeg. The
Great War and Spanish Influenza have taken their toll, and workers in the city are
frustrated with low wages and long hours. When they orchestrate a general strike,
Cassie — bright, determined and very bored at school — desperately wants to
help.
She begins volunteering for the strike committee as a papergirl, distributing the
strike bulletin at Portage and Main, and from her corner, she sees the strike take
shape. Threatened and taunted by upper-class kids, and getting hungrier by the
day, Cassie soon realizes that the strike isn’t just a lark — it’s a risky and brave
movement.
With her impoverished best friend, Mary, volunteering in the nearby Labour
Café, and Cassie’s police officer brother in the strike committee’s inner circle,
Cassie becomes increasingly furious about the conditions that led workers to
strike.
When an enormous but peaceful demonstration turns into a violent assault on
Bloody Saturday, Cassie is changed forever.
Lively and engaging, this novel is a celebration of solidarity, justice and one brave
papergirl.
Melinda McCracken (1940–2002) was a Manitoba author, journalist, poet and
filmmaker. During her career, she wrote for the Winnipeg Free Press, Weekend
Magazine, Toronto Star, Globe and Mail, Rolling Stone, Chatelaine and Maclean’s.
She is also the author of Memories Are Made of This. She wrote Papergirl in
1980–81, after her daughter, Molly, was born. Melinda had a strong interest in
social justice, feminism and everyday people’s history. Penelope Jackson is a
writer and editor living in Halifax, Nova Scotia.
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R Is for Reparations
Young Activists Speaking Their Truth
Global Afrikan Congress — Nova Scotia Chapter

pb-9781773632124 $13.00
40pp
Rights: World / February

Coming out of the innovative Book-in-a-Day event facilitated
by the Global Afrikan Congress – Nova Scotia Chapter, R Is for
Reparations invites readers to listen to the voices of young activists
as they share their hopes and dreams about the global demand for redress,
compensation and restitution for the horrors of the Atlantic Slave Trade.
This book is drawn from the voices of the children who participated in the Bookin-a-Day event and rode on an imaginary Underground Railroad Freedom ride,
equipped with Elders who served as “conductors” and “station” stops. Their words
address the tragedy and resulting political, social, and economic damage caused
to African People by the slave trade, slavery, colonialism, poverty and anti-Black
racism. Their reactions and reflections lead the contributions for this compelling,
one-of-a-kind Alphabet Book suitable for all ages.
The Global Afrikan Congress – Nova Scotia Chapter (GAC-NS) was established
in 2010. Throughout their history the GAC-NS has provided a strong and
forceful voice for Afrikan people advocating for justice in the form of reparations
for victims of the Atlantic Slave trade and colonization and its crime against
humanity.
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Ghosts Within
Journeying Through PTSD
A Memoir by Garry Leech
“Garry Leech weaves his own raw experiences together with clinical understandings
from today’s leading PTSD researchers and writers. As such, this book may be helpful
for his fellow war correspondents as well as military veterans, accident victims and
survivors and witnesses of abuse and violence.”
—Emily Bushell, Counselling Therapist

pb-9781773632063 $20.00
epub-9781773632070 kindle-9781773632087 $19.99
150pp
Rights: World / April

CONTENTS
Preface • The Breakdown • The Meeting • The Unravelling •
The Episodes • The Bucket • The Jungle • The Breakthrough • The Future •
Colombia Conflict Timeline (1962–2018)

What are the long-term psychological costs of violence and war? Journalist Garry
Leech draws from his experiences as a war correspondent, his ongoing personal
struggle with PTSD and the latest research on this mental illness to provide a
powerful and vivid answer to this question. For thirteen years, Leech worked
in Colombia’s rural conflict zones where he experienced combat, witnessed
massacre sites and was held captive by armed groups. This raw account of his
journey from war on the battlefield to an internal, psychological war at home
illustrates how those who work with traumatized populations can themselves be
impacted by trauma.
Leech removes some of the stigmas, fears and ignorance related to PTSD in
particular, and mental illness in general, by shedding light on a largely invisible
illness that mostly manifests itself behind the closed doors of our homes.
Ultimately, the book uses a journalist’s journey through PTSD to provide a
message of hope for all those who suffer from this illness.
Garry Leech is an independent journalist and author who has worked in
Colombia, Cuba, Venezuela and the West Bank over the past two decades. He
is the author of numerous books and his articles have been published in the
United States, Canada, Europe, Australia and Latin America. Garry also teaches
international politics at Cape Breton University.
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Dis/Consent
Perspectives on Sexual Consent and Sexual Violence
KellyAnne Malinen, ed.
Sexual violence is prevalent in our society. We know this directly because of the
courage survivors have shown in facing their perpetrators in courts, online and in
the public eye. But society is hesitant, incapable or unwilling to hold offenders to
account: they keep their jobs — or get promoted to powerful positions — and
survivors frequently end up being on trial themselves. Furthermore, mainstream
discourse and thinking about sexual violence and consent are limited to problematic
op-eds, oversimplified viral videos or tweets. These will not end sexual violence.

pb-9781773630892 $25.00
epub-9781773630908 kindle-9781773630915 $24.99
112pp
Rights: World / May

CONTENTS
Dis / Consent: An Introduction • Beginnings and Renewal, Oppression and
Fragmentation (Sherry Pictou) • On the Intersection of Anti-Rape Activism
and Prison Abolitionism (El Jones and Ardath Whynacht) • Consent and HIV
Nondisclosure (San Patten and Alison Symington) • A Feminist Response to
Judge Lenehan’s Ruling in the Trial of Al-Rawi (MSVU Feminist Collective)
• A First Person Account of Survival and Empowerment Through Sex Work
(Debra Paris Perry) • Sex Work and the Paradox of Consent (Meredith
Ralston) • The Manipulation of Kink as Consent to Assault (Chanelle Gallant
and Andrea Zanin) • Struggles Over the Sexualities of Individuals with
Intellectual Disabilities in Alberta, Canada (Alan Santinele Martino) • Curated
Consultation and the Illusion of Inclusion in York University’s Sexual Assault
Policy-Making Process (Mandi Gray, Laura Pin, and Annelies Cooper) • Military
Sexual Violence in Canada (Maya Eichler) • Surviving Woman-to-Woman
Sexual Assault (KelleyAnne Malinen) • Survival and Renewal (Sherry Pictou) •
Endnotes • References • Index

The contributors to Dis/Consent argue that the conversations happening
today around consent and sexual violence ignore and erase the multiple forms
of oppression that are part and parcel of sexual violence. They highlight the
relationships between our social structures, social institutions and individual
experiences of sexual consent and sexual violence. And because sexism, racism,
misogyny, homophobia, transphobia and ableism are deeply intertwined with sexual
violence, it will not be undone without systemic, anti-oppressive, decolonizing
change.
Refusing to reduce intersectionality to a hasty footnote, this volume examines the
construction of sexual violence and consent at diverse intersections of identity and
includes a diversity of perspectives and positionalities rarely found in conversations
about sexual violence and sexual consent.
KelleyAnne Malinen is a professor in the Sociology and Anthropology Department
at Mount Saint Vincent University.
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Mindfulness and Its Discontents
Education, Self, and Social Transformation
David Forbes
“Extending and deepening the McMindfulness critique, David Forbes takes a fearless
stance by peeling away the self-centered, hedonic façade and rhetorical muddle of the
Minefulness Industrial Complex.”
— Ron E. Purser, author of Handbook of Mindfulness and McMindfulness: How
Mindfulness Became the New Capitalist Spirituality.
“David Forbes develops a much-needed focus on a range of misuses of mindfulness in
Western culture that distort education and personal development and consequently
inhibit social and cultural change.”
— Deborah Orr, York University
pb-9781773631165 $20.00
epub-9781773631189 kindle-9781773631172 $19.99
184pp
Rights: World / May

CONTENTS
Introduction: Non / Song of My Non / Self • A Fateful Deal: A Story •
McMindfulness: A Prophetic Critique • The Minefulness Industrial Complex:
The Happy Self • Seeing Things “As They Are”: Relative and Absolute • Mind,
Self, and Transformation • Anatomy of a Smile • Prophetic Anger • What
Water? Moral Passion and Truth in David Foster Wallace • The Death of Bin
Laden and What Water? Moral Passion and Truth in David Foster Wallace•
In Defense of Interiority (Self and Development) and Context (Culture and
Society) • Interiority: The Persistence of Inner Life • Interiority: Self and
Moral Development • Culture as Context: Malignant Normalcy • Society as
Context: Neoliberal Education • Social Emotional Learning: Self-Management
for Neoliberal Success • Neuroscience: The Search for the Golden Egg • New
Visions for a Counter Program • References • Index

Mindfulness, a way to alleviate suffering by realizing the impermanence of the
self and our interdependence with others, has been severed from its Buddhist
roots. In the late-stage-capitalist, neoliberal, solipsistic West, it becomes
McMindfulness, a practice that instead shores up the privatized self, and is
corporatized and repackaged as a strategy to cope with our stressful society
through an emphasis on self-responsibility and self-promotion. Rather than a
way to promote human development and social justice, McMindfulness covertly
reinforces neoliberalism and capitalism, the very self-promoting systems that
worsen our suffering.
In Mindfulness and Its Discontents, David Forbes provides an integral framework
for a critical, social, moral mindfulness that both challenges unmindful practices
and ideas and provides a way forward. He analyzes how education curricula
across North America employ mindfulness: to help students learn to succeed in
a neoliberal society by enhancing the ego through emphasizing individualistic
skills and the self-regulation of anger and stress. Forbes argues that mindfulness
educators instead should uncover and resist the sources of stress and distress that
stem from an inequitable, racist, individualistic, market-based (neoliberal) society
and shows how school mindfulness programs can help bring about one that is
more transformative, compassionate and just.
David Forbes is the co-editor of Handbook of Mindfulness: Culture, Context, and
Social Engagement and author of Boyz 2 Buddhas.
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Cracking Labour’s Glass Ceiling
Transforming Lives through Women’s Union Education
Cindy Hanson, Adriane Paavo & Sisters in Labour Education
Although the health of the trade union movement
may rest on its ability to include women in
membership and leadership, little attention has
been paid to women-only labour education.

pb-9781773632094 $30.00
epub-9781773632100
kindle-9781773632117 $29.99
216pp
Rights: World / April
Labour in Canada Series

This original collection contains vibrant example of
labour education events and the women involved
who develop, implement, research, evaluate and
facilitate at them. All the contributors speak from
first-hand experience with women-only programs
in unions across Canada, the United States and the
world. They identify the methods used in pursuit
of learner empowerment and transformation,
and frankly discuss the outcomes. These real-life
examples offer practical guidance and inspiration
for all who create and support activist learning
within unions and other social-justice organizations

Cindy Hanson is an associate professor of adult
education at the University of Regina. Adriane
Paavo is one of the founders of the Prairie School
for Union Women. Sisters in Labour Education are
a group of sisters who actively wrote chapters and
assisted in making this book possible.
CONTENTS
Facilitation Training for Union Women • Feminism and Transformation
are Central to the Prairie School for Union Women • Conversations
with and about Union Women on Turtle Island • Confronting Limits,
Pushing Boundaries: LGBTQ Education and Activism • Reflections
on a Workshop Methodology • The Regina V. Polk Women’s Labour
Leadership Conference • Leadership Development for a Changing
Labor Movement • Leaders for Tomorrow • Using Education to Develop
Women’s Leadership inside Canada’s Largest Union • A Critical Love
Letter to the PSUW • References

Politics Rules
Power, Globalization and Development
Adam Sneyd

pb-9781773630922 $20.00
$19.99
202pp
Rights: Canada & US only / May
Critical Development Studies Series

Politics rules. Whether we like it or not, we are
subject to politics wherever we go and whatever we
are doing. Development is always and everywhere
political, and frequently occurs with the interests
of the powerful at the forefront. Can we hope to
better understand the politics that shapes and
controls our lives and dominates the lives of others
across the globe?
In this concise volume, Adam Sneyd argues that
it is imperative to understand the sub-field of
development politics. He shows how the hard skill
of careful political analysis can shed new light on
some of today’s most intractable development
challenges. In the end, Sneyd shows how conflicts

over ideas can entrench underdevelopment and
why we need better analyses of development
politics in order to fight the status quo and expedite
inclusive change.
Adam Sneyd is an associate professor with the
Department of Political Science, University of
Guelph.
CONTENTS
Politics Rules • Imposing Order • Controlling Commerce • Humanizing
Development • The Global Goals • Developing a Global Analysis •
References • Index
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Rethinking Who We Are
Critical Reflections on Human Diversity in Canada
Jessica Pulis & Paul Angelini, eds.
Rethinking Who We Are takes a non-conventional approach to understanding
human difference in Canada. Contributors to this volume critically re-examine
Canadian identity by rethinking who we are and what we are becoming by
scrutinizing the “totality” of difference. Included are analyses on the macro
differences among Canadians, such as the disparities produced from unequal
treatment under Canadian law, human rights legislation and health care.
Contributors also explore the diversities that are often treated in a non-traditional
manner on the bases of gender, class, sexuality, disAbility and Indigeniety.
Finally, the ways in which difference is treated in Canada’s legal system, literature
and the media are explored with an aim to challenge existing orthodoxy and push
readers to critically examine their beliefs and ideas, particularly in an age where
divisive, racist and xenophobic politics and attitudes are resurfacing.

pb-9781773631356 $50.00
554pp
Rights: World / June

Jessica Pulis, professor of criminology, is the contributing editor of Social and
Behavioural Sciences: Exploring Human Behaviour and the Social Environment,
along with Paul Angelini. Paul Angelini is a professor of political science and the
contributing editor of Our Society: Human Diversity in Canada.

(short discount only)

CONTENTS
Introduction (Paul U. Angelini and Jessica E. Pulis) • Human Rights and the
Law: Diversity and Disadvantage (Jessica E. Pulis) • Regionalism: Geography
Meets Social-Psychology (Paul U. Angelini) • Concepts of Health, Illness and
Disease: A Cross-Cultural Perspective (Michelle Broderick) • Race and Ethnicity:
Difference and Diversity (Jessica E. Pulis and Paul U. Angelini) • Indigenous
Storytelling: Ethics and Resistance (Alex Hollenberg) • Social Inequality:
Diversity and Social Stratification (Sara J. Cumming) • Evolution and
Revolution: Gender Issues in Canada (Leslie Butler) • Governing Sexualities:
Interrogating Settler Sexualities in Canada (Lee Easton and Shane Gannon)
• (dis)Ability: The Social Perspective (Kate Hano) • Diverse Voices: Critical
Perspectives in Canadian Contexts (Tamara Wasylenky-Stern) • Literature:
Voices of Diversity in Canadian Literature (Jennifer Chambers) • Canada’s News
Media: The Crisis of Diverse Quality (Peter Steven) • References • Index
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Keywords
The New Language of Capitalism
John Patrick Leary
In Keywords: The New Language of Capitalism,
John Patrick Leary chronicles the rise of a new
vocabulary in the twenty-first century. From Silicon
Valley to the White House, from primary school to
higher education, and from the factory floor to the
church pulpit, we are all called to be innovators and
entrepreneurs, to be curators of an ever-expanding
roster of competencies.
pb-9781773631943 $20.00
epub-9781773631950
kindle-9781773631950 $19.99
266pp
Rights: Canada / December 2018

In a series of short essays on terms like
“entrepreneur,” “sustainability,” “artisanal”
and “synergy,” Leary uses the vocabulary of
neoliberalism to discover the contemporary spirit
of capitalism. Each entry chronicles the penetration
of market logic into nearly every aspect of our
everyday branded lives — even realms like church
and summer camp that were once secure from the
rat-race of market-driven competition. Each entry
explores a popular term that displays an affinity for

hierarchy, competition, “the marketplace” and the
virtual technologies of our time.
John Patrick Leary is an associate professor of
English at Wayne State University in Detroit.
He is the author of A Cultural History of
Underdevelopment: Latin America in the U.S.
Imagination.
CONTENTS
Accountability (n.) • Artisanal (adj.) • Austerity (n.) • Best practices
(n.) • Choice (n.) Coach (n., v.) • Collaboration (n.) • Competency
(n.) • Conversation (n.) • Creative (adj., n.) • Creativity (n.) Curator
(n.) • Curate (v.) • Data (n.) • Design (n.) • Disruption (n). • DIY (n.,
adj.) • Ecosystem (n.) • Empowerment (n.) • Engagement (n.) •
Entrepreneurship (n.) • Excellence (n.) • Fail (n., v.) • Failure (n.) •
Free (n.) • Grit (n.) • Hack (n., v.) • Hacker (n.) • Human capital (n.) •
Innovation (n.) • Leadership (n.) • Lean (adj.) • Maker (adj.) • Market
(n.) • Meritocracy (n.) • Nimble (adj.) • Outcome (n.) • Passion (n.) •
Pivot (v.) • Resilience (n) • Robust (adj.) • Share (v.) • Sharing (adj.)
• Smart (adj.) • Solution (n.) • Stakeholder (n.) • Sustainable (adj.) •
Sustainability (n.) • Thought leader (n.) • Synergy (n.) • Wellness (n.)

The Class Politics of Law
Essays Inspired by Harry Glasbeek
This is not the final cover.

Eric Tucker & Judy Fudge, eds.

pb-9781773631004 $28.00
epub-9781773631219
kindle-9781773631219 $27.99
192pp
Rights: World / March

For nearly fifty years, Professor Harry Glasbeek
has been at the forefront of legal scholars and
public intellectuals challenging assumptions and
understandings about the injustices embedded
in the economic, social, political and legal orders
of Western capitalist democracies. His writings
and teachings have influenced generations of law
students, academics and activists.
The Class Politics of Law brings together eleven
incisive contributions from pre-eminent scholars
across several disciplines activated by the same
desire for democracy and justice that Glasbeek
advances, showing how capitalism shapes the
law and how the law protects capitalism. This
collection foregrounds a class analysis of the law’s
responses to corporate killing, workplace violence,

surveillance, worker resistance and income
inequality, among other issues.
Eric Tucker is a professor of law at York University.
Judy Fudge is a socio-legal scholar at the School of
Labour Studies, McMaster University.
CONTENTS
Law with Class (Eric Tucker and Judy Fudge) • Speaking the Truth
Against Power (Julian Sempill) • High-End Inequality (Neil Brooks)
• The Changing Workplace Revisited (Keith Ewing) • Regulating to
Prevent Workplace Violence (Katherine Lippel) • Corporate Killing
Personified (Steven Bittle, Steve Tombs and David Whyte) • Tightening
the screws on the 99% (Laureen Snider) • Labour and Law in
Industrialization (Douglas Hay) • The First Smith Act Trial and the Rule
of Law (Bryan Palmer) • Cultural Heritage, the Right to the City, and
the Marxist Critique of Law (Christine Sypnowich) • Afterword (Ron
McCallum) • References • Appendix: Principal Works of Harry Glasbeek
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Viola Desmond
Her Life and Times
Graham Reynolds, with Wanda Robson
pb-9781773631233 $10.00 / epub-9781773631240 kindle-9781773631257 $9.99 / 128pp / 2018
“Reynolds and Robson have forged a remarkable partnership to bring us a fascinating account of Viola Desmond’s
life. This wonderful book is filled with new information and insight, riveting reading about an extraordinary
woman’s contribution to Canada’s history.”
— Constance Backhouse, Professor of Law, University of Ottawa

Accessible, concise and timely, this book tells the incredible, important story of Viola Desmond,
considered by many to be Canada’s Rosa Parks.

Northern Wildflower
A Memoir by Catherine Lafferty; Foreword by Leanne Betasamosake Simpson
pb-9781773630403 $20.00 / epub-9781773630410 kindle-9781773630427 $19.99 / 158pp / 2018
“Catherine Lafferty’s life story as a daughter and mother wanting more for her family and for herself is so completely
inspiring. Northern Wildflower is a celebration of soul, grace and dignity. I am floored with the talent, courage and
heart inside this wonderful debut.”
— Richard Van Camp, author of The Lesser Blessed

With startling honesty and a distinct voice, Lafferty tells her story of being a Dene woman
growing up in Canada’s North and her struggles with intergenerational trauma, discrimination,
poverty, addiction, love, and loss.

IKWE
Honouring Women, Life Givers,
and Water Protectors
Jackie Traverse
pb-9781773630731 / $20.00 / 64pp / 2018
“Jackie’s art, her book and her life fundamentally contribute to the positive imagery of
Indigenous women and offers a sacred way to understand one another moving toward
reconciliation in Canada.”
— Nahanni Fontaine, NDP MLA for St. Johns, Legislative Assembly of Manitoba
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Just Jen

Thriving Through Multiple Sclerosis
A Memoir by Jen Powley
Winner of the2017 Margaret and John Savage First Book
Award – Non-Fiction.
pb-9781552669235 $21.00 / epub-9781552669242
kindle-9781552669259 $20.99 / 188pp / 2017
Also available as an audiobook.
“A story about realistic hope. Powley shows us what
it means to fully engage with the world on our own
terms.”

Under Her Skin
A Novel by Stephen Law

pb-9781552668474 $21.00 / epub-9781552666848
kindle-9781552668498 $20.99 / 230pp / 2017
“Stephen Law’s writing rings with compassion and
curiosity—for his characters and about the human
condition. His richly-peopled Halifax is infused with
detail that brings this story to life.”
— Stephanie Domet, author of Fallsy Downsies

— Quill and Quire

The Unlikely Redemption
of John Alexander
MacNeil
A Novel by Lesley Choyce

2017 Jim Connors Dartmouth Book Award Shortlist
pb-9781552669204 $21.00 / epub-9781552669211
kindle-9781552669228 $20.99 / 228pp / 2017
“Enjoyable, entertaining and thought-provoking.”
— Frank MacDonald, author of A Possible Madness

Burnley “Rocky” Jones
Revolutionary

An Autobiography by Burnley “Rocky” Jones
& James W. St. G. Walker
The Evelyn Richardson Non-Fiction Award Shortlist
pb-9781552668283 $25.00 / epub-9781552668580
kindle-9781552668597 $24.99 / 280pp / 2016
“Required reading for any person who seeks to understand the civil rights movement in Canada.”
—Lawrence Hill

Sacred Feminine

Grist

Jackie Traverse

Jim Connors Dartmouth Book Award for Fiction Shortlist

pb-9781552669198 $20.00 / 64pp / 2016

pb-9781552665992 $20.95 / epub-9781552666692
kindle-9781552667057 $20.99 / 240pp / 2014

An Indigenous Art Colouring Book

“Traverse’s interpretations of traditional Aboriginal
teachings, using her own contemporary style, her
voice and story through images. She is a model for all
to follow.”
— Liz Barron

A Novel by Linda Little

“An accomplished and darkly beautiful novel.”
— Quill & Quire
“Grist is a moving and melancholy read.”
— Chronicle Herald

If This Is Freedom

Chasing Freedom

Chosen for One Book Nova Scotia 2017

2012 Ann Connor Brimer Award Shortlist

pb-9781552665718 $19.95 / epub-9781552666029
kindle-9781552667088 $19.99 / 272pp / 2013
Young Adult Fiction / Teacher’s Guide available online

pb-9781552664230 $18.95 / epub-9781552665978
kindle-9781552667507 $18.99 / 240pp / 2011
Young Adult Fiction / Teacher’s Guide available online

“Wesley makes a timeless comment on how systemic
racism continually re-victimizes the disadvantaged.”

“A fine contribution to the literature of arrivals and
encounters.”

A Novel by Gloria Ann Wesley

— Chronicle Herald
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A Novel by Gloria Ann Wesley

— Quill & Quire
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Ohpikiihaakan-Ohpihmeh – Raised Somewhere Else
A 60s Scoop Adoptee’s Story of Coming Home
A Memoir by Colleen Cardinal; Foreword by Raven Sinclair
pb-9781773630205 $20.00 / epub-9781773630212 kindle-9781773630029 $19.99 / 214pp / 2018
“With Canadians slowly awakening to the reality of the 60s Scoop and its ongoing repercussions, Cardinal’s inspiring work
here is essential reading and will be an integral resource for generations to come.”
— Waubgeshig Rice, author of Legacy

Doug Knockwood,
Mi’kmaw Elder

Big Island Small

Stories, Memories, Reflections

Winner – 2016 Beacon Award for Social Justice Literature

Doug Knockwood & Friends

pb-9781773630038 $21.00 / epub-9781773630045
kindle-9781773630052 $20.99 / 226pp / 2018

pb-9781552669495 $21.00 / epub-9781552669501
kindle-9781552669518 $20.99 / 128pp / 2018
This is a personal story of how one man overcame
the ravages of colonialism, racism, tuberculosis
and alcoholism to become an honoured and
respected Elder.

A Novel by Maureen St. Clair

“Her voice is true, her writing lyrical, her story intriguing and unique. If it’s one thing I know, here lies
the voice of a powerful writer.”
— Donna Morrissey, author of The Fortunate Brother

Chocolate Cherry Chai

Chief Lightning Bolt

pb-9781552669624 $21.00 / epub-9781552669631
kindle-9781552669648 $20.00 / 294pp / 2017

pb-9781552669693 $21.00 / epub-9781552669624
kindle-9781552669716 $20.99 / 288pp / 2017

“Burkowicz cleverly weaves together haunting life stories across time and space, told by, of, and to women.”

“A great way to learn the history of our ancestors. A
unique way of teaching about the past. Wela’lin.”

A Novel by Taslim Burkowicz

— Huamei Han, author of Transfer and other stories

The Lost Teachings
/ Panuijkatasikl
Kina’masuti’l

By Michael James Isaac;
llustrated by Dozay (Arlene) Christmas
pb-9781552665343 / $14.95 / 48pp /
Rights: World / 2013
As Eagle spreads the seven teachings
throughout the forest, he forgets to heed
their warning, and soon the forest is lost to
jealousy, greed and selfishness.

A Novel by Daniel N. Paul

— Theresa Meuse, author of L’nu’k: The People

How the Cougar Came
to be Called the Ghost
Cat / Ta’n Petalu Telui’tut
Skite’kmujewe
By Michael James Isaac;
Illustrated by Dozay (Arlene) Christmas
pb-9781552663714 / $12.95 / 32pp /
Rights: World / 2010
Caught between two worlds, Cougar struggles to
find a place of belonging.

Illustrated Children’s Literature written in Mi’kmaw, English and French.
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ABOUT CANADA
Accessibly written, affordable and in a distinctive format, these books provide basic
— but critical and passionate — coverage of central aspects of our society.

About Canada: The Environment
Linda Pannozzo
pb-9781552668818 $18.00 / epub-9781552669006
kindle-9781552669013 $17.99 / 176pp / 2016
Award-winning author Linda Pannozzo examines
the philosophical, economic and ideological
landscape of our current environmental
worldview. She connects our faith in the free
market and our adherence to an economic system
based on endless growth to illustrate the critical
situation of Canada’s environment. Regulations
and protections, where they did exist, have been
eroded to benefit the bottom line, and industrial
expansion and resource extraction have taken an
unprecedented environmental toll.

About Canada:
Public-Private Partnerships
Heather Whiteside
pb-9781552668962 $18.00 / epub-9781552669099
kindle-9781552669105 $17.99 / 144pp / 2016
In a public-private partnership, or P3, a private, forprofit corporation assumes control over the design,
construction, financing and operation of public
infrastructure and services. P3s fundamentally
transform public infrastructure, public services,
labour relations, public sectors and the everyday
lives of Canadians. P3s often cost more in the long
run and are host to poor working conditions and
confidentiality and accountability issues.

About Canada:
Health and Illness, 2nd Edition
Dennis Raphael
pb-9781552668269 $18.00 / epub-9781552669020
kindle-9781552669037 $17.99 / 192pp / 2016
In this new, updated edition, Dennis Raphael
shows that living and working conditions, income,
employment and quality of education, as well
as access to food, housing and social services —
the social determinants of health — are what
dictate the health of Canadians. And these social
determinants are shaped by the public-policy
decisions of Canadian governments.
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About Canada: Health Care,
2nd Edition
Pat Armstrong & Hugh Armstrong
pb-9781552668252 $18.00 / epub-9781552668412
kindle-9781552668429 $17.99 / 190pp / 2016
This second edition of About Canada: Health
Care is an accessible, up-to-date introduction to
how the Canadian health care system works, how
it is changing and what can be done to make it
better. The authors discuss a range of complicated
and important questions: What do “public” and
“private” mean as they apply to our current health
care system and in proposed reforms? As the
boomer generation ages, will the growing number
of seniors bankrupt medicare? Who pays for drugs
and how can we ensure Canadians have equitable
access to necessary drugs?

About Canada: Women’s Rights
Penni Mitchell
pb-9781552667378 $18.00 / epub-9781552667507
kindle-9781552668801 $17.99 / 234pp / 2015
This accessible and engaging book introduces
readers to key historical events, and the women
who were central to them, in the struggle for
women’s equality in Canada. While a few are well
known, many of these women and the battles they
won have been forgotten. They deserve a greater
place in Canada’s history.

About Canada: Corporate Crime
Laureen Snider
pb-9781552667330 $18.00 / epub-9781552667538
kindle-9781552668016 $17.99 / 152pp / 2015
Focusing on crimes against workers / employees
and the environment and financial crimes, this
book traces the ways that particular systems of
government develop policies regarding the socially
harmful and illegal behaviour of corporations. It
explains why governments are reluctant to pass,
enforce and administer meaningful regulation of
corporations.

A B O U T C A N A DA S E R I E S
About Canada: Poverty

About Canada: Children and Youth

Jim Silver

Bernard Schissel

pb-9781552666814 $18.00 / epub-9781552667200
kindle-9781552666999 $17.99 / 190pp / 2014

pb-9781552664124 $18.00 / hb-9781552664346 $34.95
/ epub-9781552669402 kindle-9781552669419 $17.99
/ 128pp / 2011

“Comprehensive and often provocative, this
book represents a major contribution to our
understanding of poverty in Canada. It explains the
nature of poverty as variegated and complex, and
acknowledges that poverty is gendered and racialized
and that it has a spatial dimension.”
— Grace-Edward Galabuzi, Ryerson University

About Canada: Disability Rights
Deborah Stienstra
pb-9781552664629 $18.00 / hb-9781552664636 $34.95
/ epub-9781552665688 kindle-9781552667101 $17.99
/ 136pp / 2012
Stienstra argues that disability is not about
“faulty” bodies that need to be fixed, but about the
institutional, cultural and attitudinal reactions to
certain kinds of bodies, and that neoliberal ideas of
independence and individualism are at the heart
of the continuing discrimination against “disabled”
people.

About Canada: Media
Peter Steven
pb-9781552664476 $18.00 / hb-9781552664599 $34.95
/ epub-9781552669440 kindle-9781552669457 $17.99
/ 176pp / 2011
Canada enjoys a long-held reputation for
producing high-quality media. In recent years,
funding cuts, commercial media concentration
and a sour political environment have been
steadily eroding this reputation. Despite this
decline and the vulnerability we face operating in
the shadow of our southern neighbour, Canada
still produces distinctive and popular work, which
receives critical international acclaim.

About Canada: Queer Rights

Canada is a signatory on the United Nations
Declaration of the Rights of the Child, which
guarantees the protection and care of children
and youth. This book examines each of the rights
within the Canadian context — and finds Canada
wanting. It argues that we must do more to ensure
that the rights of the child are upheld.

About Canada: Immigration
Nupur Gogia & Bonnie Slade
pb-9781552664070 $18.00 / hb-9781552664315 $34.95
/ epub-9781552669426 kindle-9781552669433 $17.99
/ 144pp / 2011
The authors note that historical immigration
policies were racist, favouring whites, unless hard
labourers were needed. While policies are no
longer explicitly racist, they continue to favour
certain kinds of applicants, and as a result many
recent, highly trained and educated immigrants to
Canada do not find work in their area of expertise.

About Canada: Animal Rights
John Sorenson
pb-9781552663561 $18.00 / epub-9781552669365
kindle-9781552669372 $17.99 / 192pp / 2010
“Sorenson provides us with numerous examples
of the exploitation and abuse of animals within
industry, as well as the sad shortcomings of
Canadian legislation intended to regulate it.
He explains the issue of animal rights in a
comprehensive and yet extremely accessible way.”
— Priscillia Lefebvre, Alternate Routes

About Canada: Childcare
Martha Friendly & Susan Prentice

Peter Knegt

pb-9781552662915 $18.00 / epub-9781552669396
kindle-9781552669389 $17.99 / 176pp / 2009

pb-9781552664377 $18.00 / hb-9781552664568 $34.95
/ epub-9781552665138 kindle-9781552669723 $17.99
/ 144pp / 2011
“This succinct, smart volume documents in detail
the various legal and political battles that led to
Canada becoming the first country in the Western
Hemisphere to legalize same-sex marriage.”
— Gay and Lesbian Review Worldwide

Why doesn’t Canada have an early childhood
education and care (ecec) system, even though
other countries do? What is missing in Canada’s
ecec landscape and why? Is ecec primarily a
public good, a private family responsibility or
an opportunity for profit-making? The absence
of a universal publicly funded ecec system is
detrimental to families, women and children and
Canada’s future
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Policing Black Lives
State Violence in Canada from Slavery to the Present
Robyn Maynard
Shortlisted:
Concordia University First Book Prize, 2018
Mavis Gallant Prize for Non-Fiction, 2018
“Robyn Maynard’s meticulously-researched and compelling analysis of state violence
challenges prevailing narratives of Canadian multiculturalism and inclusion by
examining how structures of racism and ideologies of gender are complexly anchored in
global histories of colonization and slavery.”
— Angela Y. Davis
“Every Canadian — black, white, Indigenous or otherwise — could benefit from
reading Maynard’s frank and thorough assessment of racism in Canada.”
— Winnipeg Free Press
pb-9781552669792 $25.00
epub-9781552669808 kindle-9781552669815 $24.99
292pp

“Maynard pierces through centuries of deception and offers us a bold, unblinking —
and frankly, shocking — rebuttal to the widespread sentiment that “we’re not as bad as
the U.S.””
—Toronto Star

Rights: World / October 2017

Excerpted in:
Briarpatch
This Magazine
Maisonneuve
Covered by:
Quill and Quire
CBC Books
CBC Montreal
CBC Winnipeg
CBC Ottawa
CBC Sudbury
Ottawa Citizen
The Uniter
Black Perspectives

“Maynard plainly corrects and downright disrupts the friendly, welcoming and
multicultural narrative on which Canada’s national identity relies.”
— Maclean’s
“A critical, sobering read for every Canadian.”
— NOW Toronto
“The brilliance of Maynard’s book is based not only on her scholarship, but, crucially,
on her work as an activist and community advocate.”
— Montreal Review of Books
“A comprehensive and necessary book for anyone who cares about the past, present and
future of Black life in this country. Brilliant work!”
— Black Lives Matter Toronto
“Eye-opening and chilling.”
— Andrea Ritchie
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ACTIVISM & SOCIAL MOVEMENTS
What Moves Us?

On Building a Social Movement

pb-9781552669884 $15.00 / epub-9781552669891
kindle-9781552669907 $14.99 / 154pp / 2017

pb-9781552669129 / $35.00 / 306pp / 2016
Canadian rights only

co-published with Upping the Anti
and the Radical Imagination Project

“Solidarity is the soul of the workers’ movement.
This is a book about one of history’s greatest
international solidarity movements: the antiapartheid movement and that in support of the
southern African liberation struggles more generally.
It provides an inspiring and incisive account that
raises sharply the question of what could have been
had our revolution not lost its way by succumbing to
neo-liberalism’s false hopes and dead-end solutions.”
— Trevor Ngwane,
veteran South African activist and writer

The Life and Times of
the Radical Imagination
Max Haiven & Alex Khasnabish, eds.

Combining political biography with movementbased histories, a diverse group of scholaractivists provide critical insights into the
opportunities and challenges that confront
struggles for social justice today.

Citizen-Led Innovation
for a New Economy

Alison Mathie & John Gaventa, eds.
pb-9781552667699 / $32.95 / 320pp / 2015
Canadian rights only
Innovation among citizens, both urban and rural,
in these eleven cases demonstrates a new way of
working, tying economic justice to the creation of
multiple types of environmental, economic and
social assets or forms of wealth.

The North American Campaign
for South African Liberation
John S. Saul

Generation Rising

The Time of the Québec Student Spring
Shawn Katz; Preface by Anne Lagacé
Dowson; Photographs by Mario Jean
pb-9781552667255 $22.95 / epub-9781552667583
kindle-9781552668108 $22.99 / 224pp / 2015
“Makes valuable contributions to discussions about
the price, cost, and value of education, the nature
of democracy, and the meaning of prosperity … a
solid primer.”
— Quill & Quire

CANADIAN POLITICS
Bombardier Abroad

Patterns of Dispossession
David P. Thomas
pb-9781773630298 $22.00 / epub-9781773630304
kindle-9781773630311 $21.99 / 164pp / 2018A critical look at the problematic practices of a
Canadian corporation and the ways in which the
Canadian state is culpable.

Working for the
Common Good

Canadian Women Politicians
Madelyn Holmes
pb-9781552669525 $25.00 / epub-9781552669532
kindle-9781552669549 $24.99 / 182pp / 2017
Agnes Macphail, Thérèse Casgrain, Grace
MacInnis, Pauline Jewett, Margaret Mitchell,
Lynn McDonald, Audrey McLaughlin and Alexa
McDonough worked towards curing society’s
economic and social ills. This book details their
work and highlights their largely unrecognized
struggles and accomplishments.
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The Servant State

Canada in Africa

Overseeing Capital
Accumulation in Canada
Geoffrey McCormack & Thom Workman;
Foreword by David McNally
pb-9781552667835 $22.95 / epub-9781552667842
kindle-9781552668702 $22.99 / 150pp / 2015
Winner of the 2016 Atlantic Book Award
for Scholarly Writing.
“The authors give us the most powerful, original, and
compelling analysis of Canadian capitalism that we
have had for decades.
— David McNally, author of Global Slump

300 Years of Aid and Exploitation
Yves Engler
pb-9781552667620 / $24.95 / 328pp / 2015
co-published with Red Publishing
“Yves Engler writes with majestic clarity and
daunting command about the truths of Canada’s
relations to Africa and Africans, from the slavery
conducted colonially, from Upper Canada to
Nouvelle-France to Nova Scotia, to the pollution of
lands and impoverishment of peoples wrought by
Canuck mining interests in Africa today.”
— George Elliott Clarke

C A P I TA L I S M & A LT E R N AT I V E S
Organizing the 1%

How Corporate Power Works
William K. Carroll & J.P. Sapinski
pb-9781552668900 $25.00 / epub-9781773630816
kindle-9781773630823 $24.99 / 184pp / 2018
An analysis of the capitalist economic system and
the ways in which it enables the capitalist class to
dominate over contemporary Canadian society.

The Tragedy of Social Democracy
Sirvan Karimi

pb-9781552667729 $17.95 / epub-9781552667736
kindle-9781552668696 $17.99 / 112pp / 2015
The Tragedy of Social Democracy is about the rise,
fall and future of social democracy as a politicoideological force, a force that was believed
would democratically transform capitalism into
socialism. Instead of democratizing capitalism,
social democracy was itself liberalized by
capitalism. Sirvan Karimi sheds light on
the innate structural vulnerability of social
democracy to progressive degeneration.
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One-Dimensional Man
50 Years On
The Struggle Continues
Terry Maley, ed.

pb-9781552669297 $30.00 / epub-9781552669303
kindle-9781552669310 $29.99 / 252pp / 2017
One-Dimensional Man 50 Years On contains
a diverse collection of essays on the legacy of
Herbert Marcuse and the relevance of his thought
for the 21st century.

From Corporate Globalization
to Global Co-operation
We Owe It to Our Grandchildren
J. Tom Webb

pb-9781552668726 $25.00 / epub-9781552668733
kindle-9781552668740 $24.99 / 196pp / 2016
“This books offers practical, experience-based
information on how to understand the cooperative
movement, and how to help it expand its influence.”
— Dr. Neva R. Goodwin, Co-Director, Global
Development and Environment Institute,
Tufts University

Visit fernwoodpublishing.ca for our complete backlist
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Orchestrating Austerity

The Next New Left

pb-9781552666852 / $29.95 / 224pp / 2014

pb-9781552666647 / $19.95 / 160pp / 2014

Following the 2007–08 global financial crisis,
Western nations engaged various measures that
departed from conventional neoliberal practices
but that were quickly succeeded by “austerity”
measures. This book explores whether this
era of austerity is new or a continuation and
intensification of earlier forms of neoliberalism.

Sears seeks to understand the social environment
that made activist mobilization possible during
the twentieth century and provides readers with
possibilities for a renewal of activism in response
to the deteriorating living conditions caused by
the ongoing austerity offensive.

Impacts and Resistance
Donna Baines & Stephen McBride, eds.

A History of the Future
Alan Sears

CLASS, INEQUALITY & OPPRESSION
We Can Do Better

Ideas for Changing Society
David Camfield
pb-9781552669969 $25.00 / epub-9781552669976
kindle-9781552669983 $24.99 / 168pp / 2017
“With a new generation questioning capitalism and
the social oppressions around us, there could not be a
better time for David Camfield’s innovative case for
a renewed historical materialism. Taking on some
of the most important challenges to anti-capitalism,
Camfield makes the case for a radical socialism that
is anti-racist, feminist, pro-queer and ecological.”
— David McNally, York University

South Africa’s
Corporatized Liberation

A Critical Analysis of the ANC in Power
Dale T. McKinley
pb-9781552669730 $25.00 / 208pp
Canadian & US rights only / 2017
Despite the more general social, political and
economic advances that have been made under
the ANC’s rule since 1994, power has not only
remained in the hands of a small minority but has
increasingly been exercised in service to capital

Disability Politics and Theory

Solving Poverty

Innovative Strategies
from Winnipeg’s Inner City
Jim Silver
pb-9781552668214 $30.00 / epub-9781552668542
kindle-9781552668559 $25.99 / 280pp / 2016
Silver argues that today’s urban poverty is
qualitatively different than the urban poverty
of forty years ago. He offers an on-the-ground
analysis of this form of poverty. Silver focuses
particularly on the urban Aboriginal experience
as well as other anti-poverty initiatives that
have been successful in Winnipeg’s inner city.
In concluding Silver offers a comprehensive,
pan-Canadian strategy to dramatically reduce the
incidence of urban poverty in Canada.

A.J. Withers

pb-9781552664735 / $24.00 / 144pp / 2012
“An easy-to-read book giving a thorough analysis of
the key concepts and models of disability. It is an eyeopener on disability and it should be read by anybody
seeking to move this society towards social justice.”
— Linchpin.ca
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COMMUNITY & DEVELOPMENT
On This Patch of Grass

City Parks on Occupied Land
Matt Hern, Selena Couture, Daisy
Couture and Sadie Couture

Finding Their Way Again

The Experiences of Gang-Affected
Refugee Youth
Matthew Fast

pb-9781773630700 $30.00 / epub-9781773630717
kindle-9781773630724 $29.99 / 112pp / 2018

pb-9781552668856 $25.00 / epub-9781552669778
kindle-9781552669785 $24.99 / 112pp / 2017

This book is an investigation into one small
urban park — Vancouver’s Victoria Park, or
Bocce Ball Park — as a way to interrogate the
politics of land.

When positive support mechanisms are
insufficient and if basic human needs are not
met, young refugees are at risk for involvement in
criminal and gang activity.

C R I M E & L AW
Pursuing Justice

An Introduction to Justice Studies,
2nd Edition
Margot A. Hurlburt, ed.

Coming Back to Jail

Women, Trauma and Criminalization
Elizabeth Comack
pb-9781773630106 $29.00 / 272pp / 2018

pb-9781773630113 $55.00 / 474pp / 2018
(short discount only)
Features updated content and new content about
social justice and racism, the experiences of
racialized persons with police, settler colonialism
and issues of justice for gender and sexual
minorities — all from a Canadian perspective.

“…women should not be forced into contexts that
punish but do not rehabilitate, and that replicate the
deep structural processes of colonial and patriarchal
power in Indigenous lives.”
—Joyce Green for Herizons

More Harm Than Good

Power and Resistance

Drug Policy in Canada
Susan Boyd, Connie I. Carter
& Donald MacPherson
pb-9781552668504 $28.00 / epub-9781552668627
kindle-9781552668634 $27.99 / 168pp / 2016
In More Harm Than Good, Carter, Boyd and
MacPherson take a critical look at the current state
of Canadian drug policy and raise key questions
about the effects of Canada’s increasing involvement
in and commitment to the “war on drugs.”
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Critical Thinking about Canadian Social
Issues, 6th Edition
Wayne Antony, Jessica Antony
& Les Samuelson, eds.
pb-9781552668535 $60.00 / 448pp / 2017
(short discount only)
“The perfect teaching tool to introduce students to
some of the pressing challenges facing contemporary
Canada and the world.”
— Peter Ove, Camosun College

Visit fernwoodpublishing.ca for our complete backlist

Marginality and Condemnation

F E R N W O O D S E L E C T E D B AC K L I S T

Criminalizing Women

A Critical Introduction to Criminology,
3rd Edition
Carolyn Brooks & Bernard Schissel, eds.

Gender and (In)Justice in Neoliberal Times,
2nd Edition
Gillian Balfour & Elizabeth Comack, eds.

pb-9781552667347 / $74.00 / 458pp / 2015
(short discount only)
Testbank and Powerpoint Presentation Available

pb-9781552666821 / $44.95 / 384pp / 2014
(short discount only)

This well-received criminology textbook features
new chapters examine crime in relation to the
environment, terrorism, masculinity, children
and youth, and Aboriginal gangs and the legacy of
colonialism.

The book shows how women have been surveilled,
disciplined, managed, corrected and punished,
and it considers the feminist strategies that have
been used to address the impact of imprisonment
and to draw attention to the systemic abuses
against poor and racialized women.

Locating Law

“Indians Wear Red”

3rd Edition
Elizabeth Comack, ed.
pb-9781552666579 / $39.95 / 336pp / 2014
(short discount only)
This book explores the law-society relation by
locating law within the nexus of race / class /
gender / sexuality relations in society.

Colonialism, Resistance,
and Aboriginal Street Gangs
Elizabeth Comack, Lawrence Deane,
Larry Morrissette & Jim Silver
2014 Alexander Kennedy Isbister Award Winner
pb-9781552665824 / $19.95 / 176pp / 2013
The authors argue that colonialism is a crucial
factor in the Canadian context of Indigenous
street gangs.

ECONOMICS
Economics for Everyone

A Short Guide to the Economics
of Capitalism, 2nd Edition
Jim Stanford

From the Great Transformation
to the Great Financialization
On Karl Polanyi and Other Essays
Kari Polyani Levitt

pb-9781552667651 / $25.95 / 430pp / 2015
Canadian rights only / co-published with CCPA

pb-9781552665459 / $24.95 / 200pp / 2013
Canadian rights only

“Stanford is that rare breed: the teacher who changed
your life. He has written a book — both pragmatic
and idealistic — with the power to change the world.”
— Naomi Klein, author of This Changes Everything

“The essays in this book provide a carefully crafted
picture of ‘the life and times of Karl Polanyi,’ along
with the relevance of his analysis for those of us living
in different times.”
— Paul Bowles, UNBC
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E D U C AT I O N
Academia, Inc.

Colonized Classrooms

pb-9781552667354 $23.95 / epub-9781552667521
kindle-9781552668085 $23.99 / 240pp / 2015

pb-9781552666531 / $27.00 / 198pp / 2014

How Corporatization Is
Transforming Canadian Universities
Jamie Brownlee

Racism, Trauma and Resistance
in Post-Secondary Education
Sheila Cote-Meek

Academia, Inc. examines the tensions that
result from the merging of two fundamentally
incompatible institutions — the university and
the corporation.

Cote-Meek discusses how Aboriginal students
confront narratives of colonial violence in the
post-secondary classroom, while they are, at
the same time, living and experiencing colonial
violence on a daily basis.

Notes on Ernesto Che Guevara’s
Ideas on Pedagogy

Wild Children –
Domesticated Dreams

Lidia Turner Martí

pb-9781552666524 / $17.95 / 178pp / 2014
World English rights except Cuba
Martí points out that in Che’s vision “the
education of every person is subjected not only
to individual influences but above all to the
influence of the collective, the social group, the
environment, the media and others.”

Civilization and the Birth of Education
Layla AbdelRahim
pb-9781552665480 / $21.95 / 136pp / 2013
“This book provides an extremely stimulating
analysis of the divisions and debilities engineered
upon kids. … a hugely important work!”
— John Zersan, author of Running on Emptiness

E N V I R O N M E N T & S U STA I N A B I L I T Y
About Canada: The Environment

Constructing Ecoterrorism

pb-9781552668818 $18.00 / epub-9781552669006
kindle-9781552669013 $17.99 / 176pp / 2016
About Canada Series

pb-9781552668290 $25.00 / epub-9781552668436
kindle-9781552668443 $24.99 / 278pp / 2016

Linda Pannozzo

Award-winning author Linda Pannozzo examines
the philosophical, economic and ideological
landscape of our current environmental
worldview. She argues, the solution requires
a profound shift in thinking — personally,
politically and economically.
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Capitalism, Speciesism and Animal Rights
John Sorenson

Sorenson analyzes ecoterrorism as a social
construction. He examines how corporations that
profit from animal exploitation fund and produce
propaganda to portray the compassionate goals
and nonviolent practices of animal activists as
outlandish, anti-human campaigns that operate by
violent means.

Visit fernwoodpublishing.ca for our complete backlist
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FA M I LY & C H I L D R E N
From the Inside Looking Out

Rad Families

pb-9781773630090 $40.00 / 220pp / 2018

pb-9781552669150 / $24.00 / 200pp / 2016
Canadian rights only

Competing Ideas About Growing Old,
2nd Edition
Jeanette Auger, Diane Tedford-Litle &
Brenda Wallace-Allen

A Celebration
Thomas Moniz, ed.;
Foreword by Ariel Gore

This second edition documents the lived
experiences of older persons obtained from a
series of focus group discussions and interviews
that include Indigenous and African-Canadians.

“This collection takes the anaesthetized myth of
parenting and reminds us what intimacy looks like.
The contributors describe the contours of family in a
way that resonates.”
— Virgie Tovar, editor of Hot & Heavy: Fierce Fat
Girls on Life, Love & Fashion

Belongings

In Defense of Small Producers

pb-9781552668528 / epub-9781552669044
kindle-9781552669051 $25.00 / 206pp / 2016

pb-9781552666562 / $29.95 / 240pp / 2014
World English rights only

Sally Miller illustrates how food and farm crises
result from adherence to the rules of private
property. Miller looks at the state of farmland and
farmers in Canada and across the world as a way
of understanding ownership, land regulation and
the dire situation of our ability to produce food.

“A unique contribution to the literature on fair trade,
providing the first sustained analysis of a regional
network of producers’ organizations. In doing so, it
brings to life the ongoing struggle of small producers
to exercise agency in the initiative that they founded.
Well researched, yet easily accessible, this book is a
must read for academics and the general public.”
— Darryl Reed, York University

Alternative Trade

Food Sovereignty in Canada

FOOD
The Fight for Land and Food
Sally Miller

Legacies for the Future
Gavin Fridell
pb-9781552665879 / $24.95 / 178pp / 2013
“Meticulously researched and documented, this book
is still accessible to the interested general reader, and
that should include anyone who plans to eat food or
cares about the future we are leaving to our children.”
— Ken Larsen, grain and forage producer and
member of the Canadian Wheat Board Alliance

The Story of CLAC
Marco Coscione

Creating Just and
Sustainable Food Systems
Hannah Wittman, Annette Aurélie
Desmarais & Nettie Wiebe, eds.
pb-9781552664438 / $32.00 / 232pp / 2011

“Food Sovereignty in Canada is an engaging and
dynamic addition to the critical literature on food and
agriculture. It is the ﬁrst collection to explicitly use the
food sovereignty framework to examine the Canadian
food system, and presents a challenge to radicalize the
food movement beyond consumption-based solutions
to address power dynamics at all levels.”
— Journal of Peasant Studies
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GENDER & SEXUALITY
Paying for Masculinity

Boys, Men and the Patriarchal Dividend
Murray Knuttila
pb-9781552668245 / $28.00 / 218pp / 2016
(short discount only)
Knuttila argues that male dominance is best
understood in the context of the particular mode
of gender practice — hegemonic masculinity —
that typifies patriarchal gender orders. This mode
of masculinity persists because of “the patriarchal
dividend” — men directly benefit from their
dominance in society.

About Canada: Queer Rights
Peter Knegt

pb-9781552664377 $18.00 / hb-9781552664568 $34.95
/ epub-9781552665138 kindle-9781552669723 $17.95
/ 144pp / 2011
About Canada Series
“A crucial and reader-friendly account of a
progressive country’s move towards the full legal
equality of its sexual minorities.”
— Gay and Lesbian Review Worldwide

Under the Rainbow

A Primer on Queer Issues in Canada
Jeanette A. Auger & Kate Krug with
contributions from Dayna B. Daniels
& Judy Davidson, Valda Leighteizer
and Ross Higgins
pb-9781552665855 / $42.00 / 250pp / 2013
This book is a primer on the social and political
history and the everyday practices and processes
of living queer lives in Canada.

Get That Freak

Homophobia and Transphobia
in High Schools
Rebecca Haskell & Brian Burtch
pb-9781552663783 / $21.00 / 126pp / 2010
The Basics Series
“This is an outstanding book and a must-read for
anyone who is a teacher, school administrator, parent,
activist, researcher or simply cares about social justice
and security for all young people.”   
— Herizons

G LO B A L I Z AT I O N
Continental Crucible

Big Business, Workers and Unions
in the Transformation of North America,
2nd Edition
Richard Roman & Edur Velasco
Arregui, eds.; Preface by Mel Watkins;
Foreword by Steve Early
pb-9781552667361 / $19.95 / 192pp / 2015
Canadian rights only
The failure of traditional labour responses has
led workers to explore new strategies of struggle,
including a continental labour movement. This
expanded edition examines developments in
the offensive of North American big business,
especially the blitzkrieg of constitutional reforms
in Mexico in 2013–14.
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Geopolitical Economy

After U.S. Hegemony, Globalization
and Empire
Radhika Desai
pb-9781552665626 / $34.95 / 328pp / 2013
Canadian rights only
The Future of World Capitalism Series
“This impressive book powerfully questions the
conventional wisdoms of both the right and the left
about U.S. hegemony, globalization, and the ‘new
American empire.’ This is radical scholarship at its
best.”
— Mel Watkins, professor emeritus of economics
and political science, University of Toronto

Visit fernwoodpublishing.ca for our complete backlist
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H E A LT H & I L L N E S S
About Canada: Health Care,
2nd Edition

About Canada: Health and Illness,
2nd Edition

pb-9781552668252 $18.00 / epub-9781552668412
kindle-9781552668429 $17.99 / 190pp / 2016 /
About Canada Series

pb-9781552668269 $18.00 / epub-9781552669020
kindle-9781552669037 $17.99 / 192pp / 2016
About Canada Series

This second edition of About Canada: Health Care
is an accessible, up-to-date introduction to how
the Canadian health care system works, how it is
changing and what can be done to make it better.

In this updated edition, Dennis Raphael shows
that living and working conditions, income,
employment and quality of education, as well as
access to food, housing and social services — the
social determinants of health — are what dictate
the health of Canadians.

Accumulation and Constraint

Oppression

pb-9781552666616 / $21.00 / 144pp / 2014

pb-9781552664452 $29.95 / hb-9781552664544 $49.95
/ 256pp / 2012 (short discount only)

Pat Armstrong & Hugh Armstrong

Biomedical Development
and Advanced Industrial Health
Rodney Loeppky

This book examines the dynamic world of
advanced industrial health, exploring it as a means
to better understand the internal differences in
biomedical development and health care reform,
delivery and restructuring.

Dennis Raphael

A Social Determinant of Health
Elizabeth A. McGibbon, ed.

“A useful resource for those with a specific interest in
health inequalities.”   
— Nursing Standard

HISTORY
From Suffragette to Homesteader
Exploring British and Canadian Colonial
Histories and Women’s Politics
Through Memoir
Emily van der Meulen, ed.
pb-9781773631264 $20.00 / epub-9781773631271
kindle-9781773631288 $19.99 / 204pp / 2018
A unique story of social justice advocacy, women’s
and feminist histories, struggles for gender
equality, and the farmworker and homesteader
experience, while also being a story of the
British Empire, race and class, colonialism and
imperialism, and Indigenous / settler relations.

Busted

An Illustrated History of
Drug Prohibition in Canada
Susan Boyd
pb-9781552669761 / $21.00 / 180pp / 2017
“Busted is a book that should be read by all those
who wish to understand our convoluted drug policy.
Combining historic and modern graphics with
scientific facts, the book allows readers to grasp the
insanity of drug laws.”
—Senator Larry Campbell, Senate of Canada
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I N D I G E N O U S R E S I S TA N C E & D E C O L O N I Z AT I O N
Policing Indigenous Movements
Dissent and the Security State
Andrew Crosby & Jeffrey Monaghan

pb-9781773630120 $25.00 / epub-9781773630458
kindle-9781773630465 $34.99 / 192pp / 2018
“An accessible must-read for all Canadians
concerned about respectful relations with
Indigenous people and the decline of civil rights in
the war-on-terror era.”
— Publishers Weekly

Nta’tugwaqanminen
Our Story

Evolution of the Gespe’gewa’gi’Mi’gmaq
Gespe’gewa’gi Mi’gmawei Mawiomi;
Foreword by Satsan (Herb George)
pb-9781552667712 $19.95 / epub-9781552667828
kindle-9781552668672 $19.99 / 356pp / 2016
Nta’tugwaqanminen speaks of the Gespe’gewa’gi
Mi’gmaq vision, history, relation to the land, past
and present occupation of the territory and their
place names and what they reveal in terms of
ancient territorial occupation.

The Winona LaDuke Chronicles

Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit

Stories from the Front Lines
in the Battle for Environmental Justice
Winona LaDuke

What Inuit Have Always Known to Be True
Joe Karetak, Frank Tester
& Shirley Tagalik, eds.

pb-9781552669594 $25.00 / epub -9781552669600
kindle-9781552669617 $24.99 / 310pp / 2017
Canadian and US rights only
co-published with Spotted Horse Press

pb-9781552669914 $28.00 / epub-97815526669921
kindle-9781552669938 $27.99 / 268pp / 2017

“Winona LaDuke’s latest book reads like a prayer…
she is one of the great overlooked orators of our time,
and she brings this prowess to every page.”
— Huffington Post

The book functions as a way of preserving
important knowledge and tradition,
contextualizing that knowledge within Canada’s
colonial legacy, and providing an Inuit perspective
on how we relate to each other, to other living
beings and the environment.

Settler

Unsettled Expectations

Identity and Colonialism
in 21st Century Canada
Emma Battell Lowman
& Adam J. Barker
pb-9781552667781 $18.95 / epub-9781552667798
kindle-9781552668719 $18.99 / 158pp / 2015
“Both callous and empathetic approaches to
indigenous dysfunction have always focused on the
Indian ‘problem.’ This book finally focuses on the
real ‘problem.’ It was hidden in plain sight all along:
the settler.”
— Lorenzo Veracini, author of Settler Colonialism
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Uncertainty, Land and
Settler Decolonization
Eva Mackey

pb-9781552668894 $24.00 / epub-9781552668986
kindle-9781552668993 $23.99 / 234pp / 2016
“Provides the reader with a comprehensive and
highly insightful depiction of settlers’ understandings
of relations with Indigenous peoples as these are
played out on issues of land rights on both sides of the
border.”
— Michael Asch, author of On Being Here to Stay

Visit fernwoodpublishing.ca for our complete backlist

Out of the Depths

The Experiences of Mi’kmaw Children
at the Indian Residential School at
Shubenacadie, Nova Scotia, 4th Edition
Isabelle Knockwood
pb-9781552667293 $22.95 / epub-9781552667569
kindle-9781552668047 $22.99 / 192pp / 2015
Daring to break the code of silence imposed
on Aboriginal students, residential school
survivor Isabelle Knockwood offers the firsthand
experiences of forty-two survivors of the
Shubenacadie Indian Residential School, and
in this edition, reflects on their reaction to the
apology by the Canadian government in 2008.

An Act of Genocide

Colonialism and the Sterilization
of Aboriginal Women
Karen Stote
pb-9781552667323 $22.95 / epub-9781552667545
kindle-9781552668092 $22.99 / 192pp / 2015
“The book is important because it gives a voice
to those who had none or whose voices weren’t
understood. It is heartbreaking to read of women
going to a person meant to help them, only to find out
later that those doctors took away their ability to have
offspring. The book is research that should be read,
digested, discussed and replied to across the country.”
— The Eastern Door

Indivisible

Indigenous Human Rights
Joyce Green, ed.
pb-9781552666838 / $34.00 / 240pp / 2014
“Have you ever looked back at a point in your life
when, had good advice been taken, it would have
meant a much better future? This book offers that
advice, now. Canadians who want to live well because
Indigenous peoples prosper need to read Indivisible.”
— Robert Lovelace,
Ardoch Algonquin First Nation
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Indigenous Nationhood

Empowering Grassroots Citizens
Pamela Palmater; Foreword by
Niigaanwewidam James Sinclair
pb-9781552667958 $19.95 / epub-9781552667965
kindle-9781552668665 $19.99 / 266pp / 2015
“Pamela Palmater is one of the strong voices of a new
generation of Native activists and intellectuals. Her
essays on Indigenous Nationhood are intelligent,
thoughtful, and well informed. And they take no
prisoners.”
— Thomas King, author of An Inconvenient Indian

The Truth That Wampum Tells
My Debwewin on the Algonquin
Land Claims Process
Lynn Gehl

pb-9781552666593 / $24.00 / 160pp / 2014
Lynn Gehl offers an analysis through her
debwewin journey to show that Canada continues
to deny the Algonquin Anishinaabeg their right
to land and resources, their right to live as a
sovereign nation, and consequently their ability to
live mino-pimadiziwin (the good life).

We Were Not the Savages

Collision Between European and
Native American Civilizations, 3rd Edition
First Nations History
Daniel N. Paul
pb-9781552662090 / $29.00 / 416pp / 2006
This book contains detailed descriptions of early
Mi’kmaw civilizations, European contact and
conflict, and the treaty-making (and breaking)
process. It clearly and profoundly shows that the
horrors of history still rain upon the First Nations
people of the present.
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I N T E R N AT I O N A L D E V E LO P M E N T
Speculative Harvests

Financialization, Food, and Agriculture
Jennifer Clapp & S. Ryan Isakson

Agrarian Change,
Migration and Development

Raúl Delgado Wise & Henry Veltmeyer

pb-9781773630236 $19.00 / 196pp / 2018
Canadian & US rights only
Agrarian Change and Peasant Studies Series

pb-9781552668122 / $19.00 / 160pp / 2016
Canadian & US rights only
Agrarian Change and Peasant Studies Series

The centralization of finance and the
corporatization of agriculture is having a very
dramatic impact on the quality and availability of
the food we eat.

“This small book provides us with a big idea of how
to critically examine the migration-development
nexus from the perspective of political economy. It
addresses with analytical acuity the three challenging
research fields in one go, i.e., migration studies,
development studies and agrarian studies.”
— Jingzhong Ye, China Agricultural University

Political Dynamics of
Transnational Agrarian Movements

Sustainable Livelihoods
and Rural Development

Marc Edelman & Saturnino M. Borras, Jr.

Ian Scoones

pb-9781552668177 / $19.00 / 192pp / 2016
Canadian & US rights only
Agrarian Change and Peasant Studies Series

pb-9781552667743 / $18.95 / 168pp / 2015
Canadian & US rights only
Agrarian Change and Peasant Studies Series

“Edelman and Borras hone in on key questions
involving diverse movement organizations, NGOs,
donors, political arenas, representation claims,
changing modalities of development assistance, and
the multi-level, shifting arenas of peasant politics. This
is a valuable contribution, and should be of interest to
scholars and practitioners.”
— Margaret Keck, Johns Hopkins University,
co-author of Activists Beyond Borders

“This is an extraordinarily important book. Concise
yet comprehensive, combining and drawing on the
perspectives of many disciplines, accessible to all
readers, professionally impeccable, and on top of
all this, original in its analysis and extension into
new fields, this book is a wonderful contribution to
development thinking and action.”
— Robert Chambers, University of Sussex

Agroecology

Critical Development Studies

Science and Politics
Peter M. Rosset & Miguel A. Altieri

An Introduction
Henry Veltmeyer & Raúl Delgado Wise

pb-9781552669754 / $19.00 / 160pp / 2017
Canadian & US rights only
Agrarian Change and Peasant Studies Series

pb-9781773630502 $20.00 / 196pp / 2018
Canadian & US rights only
Critical Development Studies Series

This book outlines the principles, history
and currents of agroecological thought, the
scientific evidence for agroecology, the social
aspects of bringing agroecology to scale and the
contemporary politics of agroecology.

An introduction to the critical approach to
development focusing on the needs of people
rather than the pursuit of profit.
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I N T E R N AT I O N A L P O L I T I C S
Alt-Right

Blood of Extraction

pb-9781773630649 $25.00 / epub-9781773630670
kindle-9781773630687 $24.99 / 304pp / 2018

pb-9781552668306 $30.00 / epub-9781552668450
kindle-9781552668467 $29.99 / 378pp / 2016

This book is a vital guide to understanding the
racist, misogynist, far-right movement that rose
to prominence during Donald Trump’s successful
election campaign.

“This careful and comprehensive analysis of Canada’s
economic policies and political interference in Latin
America demonstrates in brutal detail the predatory
and destructive role of a secondary imperialist
power operating within the overarching system of
subordination of the Global South to the demands of
northern wealth and power.”
— Noam Chomsky

From 4chan to the White House
Mike Wendling

Canadian Imperialism in Latin America
Todd Gordon & Jeffery R. Webber

LABOUR & UNIONS
Labour Under Attack

Sick & Tired

Anti-Unionism in Canada
Stephanie Ross & Larry Savage, eds.

Health and Safety Inequalities
Stephanie Premji, ed.

pb-9781773630496 $30.00 / epub-9781773630656
kindle-9781773630663 $29.99 / 150pp / 2018
Labour in Canada Series

pb-9781773630366 $30.00 / epub-9781773631448
kindle-9781773631455 $29.99 / 176pp / 2018
Labour in Canada Series

This multi-disciplinary edited collection critically
examines the causes and effects of anti-unionism
in Canada.

Bringing together a multidisciplinary group of
experts Sick and Tired, examines the inequalities
in workplace health and safety..

Precarious Employment

Building a Better World

pb-9781552669822 $30.00 / epub-9781552669839
kindle-9781552669846 $29.99 / 160pp / 2017
Labour in Canada Series

pb-9781552667873 / $31.00 / 230pp / 2015

Causes, Consequences and Remedies
Stephanie Procyk, Wayne Lewchuk
& John Shields, eds

This edited collection introduces and explores
the causes and consequences of precarious
employment in Canada and across the world.

An Introduction to the Labour Movement
in Canada, 3rd Edition
Stephanie Ross, Larry Savage,
Errol Black & Jim Silver
“Since it was first published, Building a Better
World has been the best available book to introduce
readers to unions in Canada.”
— David Camfield, author of
Canadian Labour in Crisis
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M E D I A & C U LT U R E
Did You Just Call Me Old Lady?

Bibliodiversity

pb-9781552668979 $18.00 / epub-9781552669079
kindle-9781552669082 $17.99 / 116pp / 2016

pb-9781552667477 $10.95 / epub-9781552667484
kindle-9781552668023 $10.99 / 98pp / 2015
Canadian rights only

A Ninety-Year-Old
Tells Why Aging Is Positive
Lillian Zimmerman

This is an upbeat look at aging and the impacts of
Canada’s increasingly aged population through
the eyes of a ninety-year-old woman.

Crises of Imagination,
Crises of Power

Capitalism, Creativity and the Commons
Max Haiven
pb-9781552666654 / $24.95 / 176pp / 2014
Canadian rights only
Looking at the decline of the public sphere, the
corporatization of education, the privatization
of creativity and the power of finance capital in
opposition to the power of the imagination and
the growth of contemporary social movements,

A Manifesto for Independent Publishing
Susan Hawthorne; Foreword to the
Canadian Edition by Errol Sharpe

A scathing critique of the global publishing
industry, set against a visionary proposal for
“organic” publishing. It examines free speech
and fair speech, the environmental costs of
mainstream publishing and the promises and the
challenges of the move to digital.

Stitched Up

The Anti-Capitalist Book of Fashion
Tansy E. Hoskins
pb-9781552666630 / $24.95 / 216pp / 2014
Canadian rights only
At a time when high spending on clothes persists
despite the economic recession, Stitched Up
provides a unique critical examination of fashion
in relation to contemporary culture and the
distorting priorities of capitalism.

PUBLIC POLICY
Legalizing Theft

Megacity Malaise

A Short Guide to Tax Havens
Alain Deneault;
Translated by Catherine Browne

Neoliberalism, Public Services
and Labour in Toronto
Carlo Fanelli

pb-9781773630533 $20.00 /
epub-9781773630540 kindle-9781773630557
$19.99 / 126pp / 2018

pb-9781552668146 $21.00 / epub-9781552668382
kindle-9781552668399 $20.99 / 110pp / 2016

A source of growing inequalities and colossal tax
losses, the use of tax havens by large corporations
and wealthy individuals explains austerity
policies.
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“Fanelli does a very good job of demonstrating that
the problem is not overpaid public sector workers,
and that repeated demands for union concessions and
more ‘flexible’ work arrangements are misplaced.”
— Jim Silver
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RACE & RACISM
Decolonizing Academia

Poverty, Oppression and Pain
Clelia O. Rodríguez
pb-9781773630748 $20.00 / epub-9781773630755
kindle-9781773630762 $29.99 / 150pp / 2018
Poetic, confrontational and radical, Decolonizing
Academia speaks to those who have been taught
to doubt themselves because of the politics of
censorship, violence and silence that sustain the
Ivory Tower.

Policing Black Lives

Racism and Anti-Racism in Canada

David Este, Liza Lorenzetti & Christa Sato
pb-9781552668887 / $45.00 / 416pp / 2018
This introduction to racism and anti-racism
is conspicuously activist and advocates antiracism within the parameters of sound academic
research. The authors do not see a contradiction
between strong research and calls to action to
create a non-racist society.

There’s Something in the Water

State Violence in Canada
from Slavery to the Present
Robyn Maynard

Environmental Racism in Indigenous and
Black Communities
Ingrid R.G. Waldron

pb-9781552669792 $25.00 / epub-9781552669808
kindle-9781552669815 $24.99 / 292pp / 2017

pb-9781773630571 $25.00 / epub-9781773630588
kindle-9781773630595 $24.99 / 184pp / 2018

“If you only read one book this year, make it this
one. Policing Black Lives is a comprehensive and
necessary book for anyone who cares about the
past, present and future of Black life in this country.
Brilliant work!”
— Black Lives Matter Toronto

“In this compact, concise, and compelling book,
Ingrid Waldron explains why the environmental
racism that plagues Indigenous and Black
communities should be a matter of the utmost
importance to everyone…a magnificently
memorable and meaningful book.”
– George Lipsitz, author of
How Racism Takes Place

Viola Desmond’s Canada

Boomerang Ethics

A History of Blacks and Racial Segregation
in the Promised Land
Graham Reynolds with Wanda Robson;
Foreword by George Elliott Clarke
pb-9781552668375 $30.00 / epub-9781552668566
kindle-9781552668573 $29.99 / 218pp / 2016
Winner of the 2017 Robbie Robertson Dartmouth Book
Award for Non-Fiction
The Miramichi Reader’s best non-fiction book of 2016

How Racism Affects Us All
Joseph Mensah & Christopher J. Williams
pb-9781552668863 $38.00 / epub-9781552669945
kindle-9781552669952 $37.99 / 290pp / 2017
Just like a boomerang, acts of hatred and racism
against people of colour and even unsolicited
and sometimes unconscious exertions of white
privilege ultimately come back to harm almost
everyone in society.

“Reynolds’ work is a wide-ranging discussion of
the broad themes of slavery, race, segregation and
historical memory.”
— Harvey Amani Whitfield, University of Vermont
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RESEARCH & THEORY
Research for Social Justice

A Community-Based Participatory
Approach, 2nd Edition
Adje van de Sande & Karen Schwartz
pb-9781552668788 $35.00 / 250pp / 2017
(short discount only)
This new edition examines how the structural
inequality perspective and anti-oppressive
principles — which view the problems
experienced by people as rooted in the social,
political and economic structures of society —
provide this support.

Statistics for Social Justice

A Structural Perspective
Adje van de Sande & Christie Byvelds
pb-9781552667972 / $30.00 / 176pp / 2015
(short discount only)
Social workers must have a good understanding
of quantitative research methods and statistical
analysis in order to be able to present evidencebased information. The aim of this book is to lay
the foundation for this knowledge and provide an
introduction to statistical concepts as they relate
to social work, all while using a social justice lens.

Doing Respectful Research
Power, Privilege and Passion
Susan A. Tilley

pb-9781552668191 / $40.00 / 294pp / 2016
(short discount only)
Doing Respectful Research is situated within
a critical, feminist postmodern framework
and addresses the complexities of conducting
respectful qualitative research with human
participants. It is written for student researchers,
individuals who teach and advise students,
instructors of qualitative research courses in social
sciences, health and education, and community
members interested in qualitative methods and
conducting research.

Revitalizing the Classics
What Past Social Theorists
Can Teach Us Today
Tony Simmons

pb-9781552665558 / $49.00 / 376pp / 2013
(short discount only)
This is a lively introductory text that relates
classical social theories to contemporary social
events. Simmons shows just how relevant
classical social theories are in our present world,
offering us analysis and clarification of a range
of issues, from war, poverty and environmental
destruction, to the sensory overload experienced
in the digital age.

Kaandossiwin

Research Is Ceremony

How We Come to Know
Kathleen E. Absolon [Minogiizhigokwe]

Indigenous Research Methods
Shawn Wilson

pb-9781552664407 / $22.00 / 176pp / 2011

pb-9781552662816 / $25.00 / 144pp / 2008

Understanding Indigenous methodologies as
guided by Indigenous paradigms, worldviews,
principles, processes and contexts, Absolon
argues that they are wholistic, relational, interrelational and interdependent with Indigenous
philosophies, beliefs and ways of life.

This book describes a research paradigm shared
by Indigenous scholars in Canada and Australia,
and demonstrates how this paradigm can be
put into practice. Relationships don’t just
shape Indigenous reality; they are our reality.
Indigenous researchers develop relationships with
ideas in order to achieve enlightenment in the
ceremony that is Indigenous research. Indigenous
research is the ceremony of maintaining
accountability to these relationships.
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SOCIAL WORK
Not a New Problem

Violence in the Lives of Disabled Women
Michelle Owen, Diane Hiebert-Murphy &
Janice Ristock, eds.

Staying Alive While Living the Life

Understanding Violence Series

Adversity, Strength, and Resilience in the
Lives of Homeless Yout
Sue-Ann MacDonald & Benjamin
Roebuck

pb-9781773630779 $28.00 / epub-9781773632131
/ kindle-9781773632148 $27.99 / 228pp / 2018

pb-9781552669327 $20.00 / epub-9781552669334
kindle-9781552669341 $19.99 / 134pp / 2018

Contributors to Not a New Problem examine the
experiences of Canadian women with disabilities,
the need for improved access to services and the
ways this violence is exacerbated by and intersects
with gender, sexuality, Indigeneity, race, ethnicity
and class.

In Staying Alive While Living the Life, Sue-Ann
MacDonald and Benjamin Roebuck unpack
the realities of living on the streets from the
perspective of homeless youth.

Doing Anti-Oppressive Practice

Walking This Path Together

Social Justice Social Work, 3rd Edition
Donna Baines, ed.
pb-9781552668795 $45.00 / 382pp / 2017
(short discount only)

Anti-Racist and Anti-Oppressive Child
Welfare Practice, 2nd Edition
Sohki Aski Esquao [Jeannine Carrière]
& Susan Strega, eds.

Buy this book. Make it required reading for every
incoming social work student. The best resource
I’ve ever found to help with the challenging task of
radiating social justice theory into the heart of social
work practice. Accessible, real, and encouraging,
Doing Anti-Oppressive Practice shines the way
forward for our entire profession.
— Elaine Spencer, Social Work Faculty,
Red Deer College

pb-9781552667897 / $41.95 / 322pp / 2015
(short discount only)

Decolonizing Trauma Work

Wícihitowin

Indigenous Stories and Strategies
Renee Linklater;
Foreword by Lewis Mehl-Madrona
pb-9781552666586 / $25.00 / 176pp / 2014
Linklater offers purposeful and practical
methods to help individuals and communities
that have experienced trauma, through stories
and strategies that are grounded in Indigenous
worldviews and embedded with cultural
knowledge. Decolonizing Trauma Work is a
resource for education and training programs,
health care practitioners, healing centres, clinical
services and policy initiatives.

“My students and I have found this text to be of
particular importance because it has tremendous
applicability to the field work and practicum
experiences of Indigenous and non-Indigenous
students who will one day work with Indigenous
populations who are involved with the child welfare
systems of this country.“
— Marlyn Bennett, Yellowquill College
and the University of Manitoba

Aboriginal Social Work in Canada
Raven Sinclair (Ótiskewápíwskew),
Michael Anthony Hart (Kaskitémahikan)
& Gord Bruyere (Amawaajibitang) eds.
pb-9781552663172 / $39.00 / 256pp / 2009
(short discount only)
“This book must be included in every social work
program in Canada and acknowledged for what it
represents — a seismic transformation, new life, hope,
and understanding for the social work profession.”
— Shelly Johnson, Thompson Rivers University
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SOCIALIST REGISTER
Socialist Register 2019

Socialist Register 2018

The World Turned Upside Down?

Rethinking Democracy

pb-9781773631431 $36.00 / 320pp / 2018
Canadian rights only

pb-9781773630021 $36.00 / 340pp / 2017
Canadian rights only

The latest edition of the Socialist Register explores
a range of pressing issues and asks what we can
expect from the recent social and political changes
occurring across the globe.

This volume seeks a re-appraisal of actually
existing liberal democracy today, but its main
goal to help lay the foundations for new visions
and practices in the development of socialist
democracy. Amidst the contradictions of
neoliberal capitalism today, the responsibility to
sort out the relationship between socialism and
democracy has never been greater.

Leo Panitch & Greg Albo, eds.

Leo Panitch & Greg Albo, eds

SOCIOLOGY
Game Misconduct

Injury, Fandom, and the Business of Sport
Nathan Kalman-Lamb
pb-9781773630069 $25.00 / epub-9781773630076
kindle-9781773630083 $24.99 / 192pp / 2018

Change a Life, Change Your Own
Child Sponsorship, the Discourse of
Development and the Production
of Ethical Subjects
Peter Ove

“Game Misconduct reveals ugly secrets of the sports
business. After reading this incisive analysis, none of
us will ever watch a sports event in quite the same
way—nor should we.”
— David McNally, author of Global Slump

ppb-9781773630144 $25.00 / epub-9781773630151
kindle-9781773630168 $24.99 / 188pp / 2018

How Societies Work

Understanding Societies

Class, Power, and Change, 5th Edition
Joanne Naiman
pb-9781552664650 $59.00 / hb-9781552664810 $74.95
/ 384pp / 2012
(short discount only)
Instructor resources available
“In my opinion, it’s the best introduction to sociology
text I’ve seen, and I wouldn’t use any other.”
— Avis Mysyk, Cape Breton University
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“A long-overdue adult discussion about how child
sponsorship, a spectacularly successful fundraising
tool, infantilizes both donor and recipient, turning
good intentions into paternalism.”
— Ian Smillie, author of The Charity of Nations

Readings for Introductory Sociology
Gillian Balfour, ed.
pb-9781552665367 / $28.00 / 200pp / 2012
(short discount only)
Designed as a companion reader for Joanne
Naiman’s How Societies Work, each chapter
illustrates how sociologists think about social
inequality, power and social transformation.
Students will read about racial profiling, wrongful
convictions, homophobia, human trafficking,
professional sports, sweatshop labour and
residential schools.
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WOMEN & FEMINISM
Runaway Wives
and Rogue Feminists

The Origins of the Women’s Shelter
Movement in Canada
Margo Goodhand;
Foreword by Lee Lakeman
pb-9781552669990 $20.00 / epub-9781773630007
kindle-9781773630014 $19.99 / 168pp / 2017
“This is terrific fly-on-the-wall history: personal,
immediate, juicy with anecdotes and real voices,
telling the lively story of how young feminists
defiantly invented women’s shelters in Canada back
when violence was totally ignored or denied. And
Goodhand brings us right up to date with feminism’s
evolution in the confusing time of Trudeau and
Trump.”
— Michele Landsberg

Making Space for Indigenous
Feminism, 2nd Edition
Joyce Green, editor

pb-9781552668832 $35.00 / 256pp / 2017

No Choice

The 30-Year Fight for Abortion on
Prince Edward Island
Kate McKenna
pb-9781773630137 $18.00 / epub-9781773630472
kindle-9781773630489 $17.99 / 132pp / 2018
A firsthand account of Prince Edward Island’s
refusal to bring abortion services to the Island,
and introduces us to the courageous women who
struggled for over thirty years to change this.

Feminism and Men
Nikki Van der Gaag

pb-9781552666944 / $27.50 / 256pp / 2014
Canadian rights only

“This path-breaking collection brings together leading
and emerging voices in the field, presenting critical
innovative research that reminds us of the need for
a consistent application of feminist analytic tools to
understand colonialism and patriarchy as mutually
constitutive and reinforcing forces.”
— Heidi Kiiwetinepinesiik Stark,
University of Victoria

What is men’s position in the feminist story?
Though men still hold the power in the
boardroom, in Parliament and often in the family
too, their attitudes towards women — and
towards themselves — have changed very little
over the decades. Has feminism itself left some
men confused and others angry, with concerns
that “men are losing out”?

About Canada: Women’s Rights

Gendered Intersections

Penni Mitchell

pb-9781552667378 $17.95 / epub-9781552667507
kindle-9781552668801 $17.99 / 234pp / 2015
About Canada Series
“This idea that women must meet impossible
gendered, sexist standards in order to be taken
seriously, to matter, has to be taken down in order for
equality to have any social currency. Every generation
of women must fight double standards in order to inch
us further forward.”
— Prairie Books NOW

An Introduction to Women’s
and Gender Studies, 2nd Edition
C. Lesley Biggs, Susan Gingell
& Pamela Downe, eds.
pb-9781552664131 $64.00 / hb-9781552664292 $74.95
/ 512pp / 2011 (short discount only)
Resources available online
This second edition examines the intersections
across and between gender, race, culture, class,
ability, sexuality, age and geographical location
from the diverse perspectives of academicsand
activists.
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